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Abstract- Electrocardiogram (ECG) is non-stationary, non-periodic real-time signal. It is 

provided to use full electrical information about heart functioning. It means by the 

analysis of ECG signal; we can identify any living person's hearts are working properly or 

not. In recent years there is a huge demand for the reduction of size and power of portable 

devices used for monitoring critical signals such as ECG. The technical advancements in 

VLSI have created a huge impact on biomedical signal processing. VLSI circuits working 

at high speed and these can be designed to consume less area and power. Especially for 

ECG signal denoising, digital filters such as FIR and IIR are used in most of the 

applications. Finite Impulse Filters (FIR) are used widely compared to IIR filters because 

of their good stability and high order. In this paper, FIR filter with modified Vedic 

multiplier-based architecture is introduced to carry out ECG signal denoising application. 

In this paper at first resource-efficient Vedic multiplier is introduced which is around 55% 

area-efficient for 8 bit, 15% efficient in terms of delay, and 45% efficient in terms of power 

in comparisons of the latest design proposed in 2020. Then with the help of a modified 

Vedic multiplier, FIR is developed which is also efficient in terms of resources. It has 

40.5% better ADP and around 20% better APP. This latest design of the filter is much 

helpful for ECG signal denoising. 

Keywords: Cardiovascular Diseases (CVD)Electrocardiogram (ECG), Denoise, Finite 

Impulse Response (FIR), Multiply Accumulate 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is non-stationary, non-periodic real-time signal. It is provided to 

use full electrical information about heart functioning means by the analysis of ECG signal, 

we can identify any living person's hearts is working properly or not [1-2]. Nowadays, ECG 

is used as a diagnostic tool for various diseases like Chronic patient surveillance, 

Physiological feedback, Sleep apnea, Arrhythmias, Emotional and physical activity 

recognition systems arrhythmia [3-11]. It also indicates all of the Cardiovascular Diseases 

(CVD)like Sudden chest pain, Chances of cardiac arrest, and sometimes reporteddeath also 

due to cardiac attack [12].ECG signal waveform is shown in Fig. 1. Till noise detection and 

denoise ECG signal are a big challenge for the researcher because ECG diagnosis is 

depending on ECG signal quality [13-14]. The block representation of ECG signal denoising 
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is shown in Fig. 2. Many studies have been done by researchers on ECG denoising. As we are 

aware that a linear system is used   

 

Fig. 1:ECG Signal Waveform 

 

Fig. 2: Block diagram of ECG Signal Waveform denoising 

 

for noise removal for signals. Most digital filters are used as a linear system so it is frequently 

used for denoising ECG input signals [14-15]. 

ECG signals mainly contain four types of noises [16].  

1). Baseline wander,  

2). Electrode motion artifact noise, 

3). Electromyographic (EMG) noise,  

4). Powerline interference  

For easy understanding of the various type of noises and appropriate method of removal, here 

one by one we are discussing the type of noises and which types of the digital filter is most 

suitable for noise removal. Baseline wander is also frequently calling as a baseline draft [17]. 

This type of noise gets due to patient movement and breathing. That entire signal is the shift 

from the base X-axis. A Low-frequency signal around 0.5 Hz range frequency content is the 

reason for such type of ECG noise. For removal of baseline wander Finite Impulse Response 

(FIR) is most suitable.Electrode motion artifact noise occurs in the range of 1 to 10 Hz 

caused by skin stretching. EMG noise is created due to muscle noise, suppose required during 

exercise time [18]. Muscle noise is, in contrast to baseline wander and 50/60 Hz interference, 

not removed by narrowband filtering. Power line interference is the most common noise ECG 

signal. It is characterized by 50 or 60 Hz sinusoidal interference. 

In recent years, in most of the signal processing applications, the FIR filter is used as a major 

building block. These filters are designed to obtain almost any type of digital frequency 
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response. The N-length FIR filter is designed with multipliers, adders and a series of delays 

to create the output of the filter. The delays operate on input samples and the value of the 

coefficients is used for multiplication. So, the output of the filter is the summation of all the 

samples that are delayed multiplied by appropriate coefficients. 

This research paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we representthe systematic growth 

of the FIR filter in the field of anECG signal denoising. literature survey of recent papers 

based on the FIR filter. In section 3, we define the problem statement. In section 4 explained 

the proposed FIR filters design is presented. Section 5 gives the comparative experimental 

result of a proposed RCA-FIR. The conclusion is made in section 6. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Generally, the FIR filter is implemented in the transposed direct form [1]. Multiplier plays a 

key role in FIR filter design. To perform the filter operation, the overall architecture of the 

FIR filter requires more area as it contains more multipliers. So, for FIR filter design the most 

important task is to reduce the area of multipliers [3]. To design the FIR filter usually MAC 

(Multiply and Accumulate) units are used. MAC units can be optimized for power and timing 

as proposed in [2]. For real-time ECG signals, the FIR based MAC units are used to suppress 

the power line interference (PLI) noise. The performance of the FIR filter depends on the 

speed of the MAC unit employed inside the filter. Various windowing methods for FIR filters 

such as Rectangular, Hanning, Kaiser, and Blackman windows have been proposed earlier. 

At the expense of high computational load and as the order of the filter is large, Kaiser and 

rectangular windows have shown better results. Among the various windowing methods 

discussed above, the FIR Kaiser Window filter provides better performance [4]. But an FIR 

filter with a MAC unit gives better performance in terms of power, area, and speed. Digital 

filter implementation in FPGAs and other VLSI implementations allow higher sampling rates 

and reduced cost than traditional DSP chips. Moreover, digital filters are extensively used 

because they have the potential to attain a much better signal to noise ratio than analog filters. 

Several methods of FIR architectures have been proposed earlier. In 2012, Tsao and Chao 

proposed parallel FIR filter architecture for symmetric convolution for odd length. It had a 

significant advantage in terms of hardware cost [19]. In 2013, park et al. proposed an 

adaptive FIR filter by using Distributed Arithmetic (DA) inner product computation and 

claim novel pipelined architecture for FIR filter as well as low throughput and efficient 

hardware [20].In at same year, martin Kumm proposed DA + Look-up Table (LUT) 

reduction technique based on reconfigurable FIR filter. It consumed less area in comparison 

to fixed DA [21].In the year 2014, park and Meherproposed new architecture of FIR filter 

with reconfiguration feature and whose filter coefficients get change during runtime [22]. In 

the year 2015, Ramandeep Kaur et al. proposed MAC based FIR filter architecture to 

minimize PLI noise [23]. In 2017, JiajiaChenet al. proposed a new algorithm for synthesizing 

finite precision coefficients of linear phase FIR filter [24]. In the same year, Durgesh Nandan 

et al. proposed logarithm multiplier-based FIR filter architecture forefficient hardware but 

this design get a compromise with accuracy [25]. In 2018, M. Sumalatha proposed efficient 

architecture of the FIR filter by using radix-8 based CLA [26]. In 2019, the same team of 

researchers proposed efficient architecture of the FIR filter for ECG denoising by using the 

Vedic multiplier and CLA [27]. In 2020, T.V.padmavanthy et al. improved performance for 

the FIR filter by using partial product separation of the Vedic multiplier [28]. In 2020, Rohini 

et al. provide FIR filter-based review papers in which she tries to summarize the entire FIR 

filter literature [29]. But still, there is scope to improved FIR filter design and make it 

hardware cost-efficient. In section 3, we identify the limitation of the literature and problem 

statement of this paper. 
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Problem Statement 

In this section, we focus on the limitations of the existing designof the FIR filter. Although 

many researchers suggested various changes and try to make FIR filter architecture efficient 

there is always scope to make architecture more hardware efficient. Here, we address 

limitations of the FIR filter as well as show how the proposed design is overcome literature-

based FIR filters.The concerns of FIR filter architecture are as follows. 

1) The multiplier is the most area consuming component in the FIR filter. If the 

multiplier is less hardware efficient then FIR filter architecture has a less efficient design. 

2) Adder design also plays an important role to make FIR filter architecture efficient. 

3) An efficient pipeline process also plays an important role to make FIR filter hardware 

efficient.  

Solutions: to overcome these limitations of FIR filter design, a Seamless pipeline-based FIR 

filter by using modified Vedic multiplier and RCA (MVD-RCA-SP-FIR) is used to 

developed hardware efficient FIR filter architecture. The Modified Vedic Multiplier (MVD) 

with partial product generation for the higher-order multiplier is used for optimized 

architecture for the Vedic multiplier which is based on the "Urdhava Triyakbhagyam" Vedic 

sutra. After working on component optimization, we applied seamless pipeline techniques for 

the equalization of components it minimized delay. This MVD-RCA-SP-FIR architecture 

helps to perform the ECG denoising application.  

Proposed work 

The overall block diagram for the ECG signal denoising various steps is shown in Figure 3. 

In this entire process at first, we put the ECG signal and add some noise then convert it in 

form of binary. After this write it in text format and pass it to the proposed MVD-RCA-SP-

FIR filter. This paper mainly focused on hardware efficient MVD-RCA-SP-FIR filter 

architecture, the rest of the process is the same as previous literature. After then Fir filter 

output converted into text format and read signal via MATLAB. At last denoised ECG signal 

and calculated various parameters like SNR, BER, MSE, etc. 

 

Fig 3: Overall Block diagram 

The generalized equation of multi-tap Fir filter design is as shown below, 

𝑦(𝑛) = ∑ ℎ(𝑘)𝑀−1
𝑘=0 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑘)                                                                                                  (1)  

Wherey(n),x(n) and h(n) are the output signal, input signal, impulse response respectively. 

In the design of the FIR filter, major hardware building blocks are multiplier, adder, and 

delay circuits. Out of them, the multiplier is the most hardware consuming block. Many 

multipliers exist in the literature, everyone has its benefits and limitations [30-32]. The speed 

of multiplication of the process can be improved by the nature of the multiplier combing 
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Vedic mathematics. "Urdhva Tiryagbhyam" (vertical and cross-wise algorithm) forms the 

basis for this multiplier architecture[33]. Fig. 4, Reveals sutra "Urdhva Tiryagbhyam".  

 

Fig. 4: Reveal's sutra "Urdhva Tiryagbhyam" 

In a single “Urdhva Tiryagbhyam” sutra line, 4×4 multiplications can be performed [34]. 

However, to yield results, the move involves adding four partial items and adding a 

conventional technique. The steps taken by Urdhva Tiryagbhyam Sutra to calculate the final 

product in binary multiplication will be reduced. This intern increases multiplier speed and 

computational time decreases. 

In this paper, we proposed a hardware efficient Modified Vedic Multiplier (MVD) by using 

Customized Hybrid Adder (CHA). By using MVD and Ripple Carry Adder (RCA), we 

developed the efficient architecture of the FIR filter. At last, we used Seamless pipelining 

[35] for enhancing the delay performance of our proposed FIR filter. Hardware efficient 

architecture of the FIR filter is much use full for ECG signal denoising.  

1.1.4 × 4 Modified Vedic Multiplier (MVD) design algorithm 

Fig. 5 shows 4×4 MVD multiplier by using 2×2 vedic multiplier and customized hybrid 

adder. The design proposed by Sumalatha et al. in 2019 and Padmavathy et al. in 2020 was 

not hardware efficient. For making 4×4 Vedic multiplier most efficient and resourceful 

 

Fig. 5: 4×4 Modified Vedic Multiplier (MVD) block diagram  

component, it proposed a CHA architecture that is used in the vedic multiplier as a 

component. CHA hardware architecture is shown in fig. 6. According to this diagram, VHDL 

coding is performed. CHA is mainly a mixed form of carrying Save Adder (CSA) and RCA. 
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After then according to circuit requirements, it gets customized for the best hardware 

requirements. CHA performed addition of 4 numbers out of the 3 numbers are 4-bit numbers 

and one number having 2-bit only. CHA architecture had used 6 full adders, 4 half adders and 

2 xor gate.   

 

Fig. 6: Customized Hybrid Adder (CHA) block diagram 

Addition performed in 3 stages. The first and second stage combinedly performed as a CSA 

architecture. After then Fourth input and out of CSA perform addition like a Ripple Carry 

Adder and final output found.This CHA minimized delay, power, and hardware. After then 

CHA is used as a component in 4×4 MVD. It makes MVD design also hardware efficient. 

Because CHA is a major component of 4×4 MVD. In the same manner, we can develop a 

higher order of CHA and MVD. 

1.2.Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) 

RCA is used in high-speed arithmetic operations of signal processing for optimizing area, 

power, and delay. It is used for high-speed operation, small area, and low power consumption 

instead of CSLA(RCA).This deliberation would also reduce the time delay [36]. 

4.3 Seamless Pipeline (SM) 

The pipelining technique is used for delay minimization at the cost of the area. In 2016, P.K. 

Mehar produced the concept of a seamless pipeline [35]. By using this concept, it shows the 

importance of a seamless approach to the pipeline. It is based on the balancing of pipeline 

and it proved by using various examples it provides around 7 to11 % delay minimizations in 

various cases. In our proposed FIR filter design, it used seamless pipeline techniques of delay 

minimizations. The basic architecture of the FIR filter is shown in Figure 7. 

The symbol used in the FIR filter structure 
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Adder Multiplier Delay element 

Computations of equation (1) can be performed using the direct form-1 structure shown in 

Figure 7.  

 

Fig.7.  FIR direct -1 form structure 

III. RESULTS 

Based on theoretical research and experimentation, we mainly addressed the results of the 

proposed method in this section. This section also describes measures of the efficiency of 

different well-known experimental parameters and settings. ASIC performance testing is 

carried out using an ASIC output. The test system used an i7, and 8 GB RAM processor and 

225 SDD and 2 TB hard disc drives in the 8th generation. To enforce this architecture, the 

VHDL language is used. In the Xilinx 16.2 series, the VHDL code is implemented. ASIC 

performance testing package for the 2017 Cadence Genus package is used such as Field, 

Delay, Intensity, and Area Delay Product (ADP). ASIC hardware resources are tested by the 

45 nm technology. The entire results section has been divided into two-part. In the first part, 

we discuss theoretical results and in the second part, we discuss Genus-based simulation 

results. Table 1 shown the theoretical hardware estimation of proposed 4-Bit and 8-Bit MVD 

and existing 4-Bit and 8-Bit Vedic multiplier design. Sumalatha et al. Vedic multipliers took 

58 AND, 17 OR, and 42 XOR gate for 4-bit VD design implementation [27]. Padmavathy et 

al. took 53 AND, 8 OR, and 26 XOR gate for 4-bit VD design implementation [28]. Our 

proposed 4-bit MVD designs took only 40 AND, 6 OR, and 26 XOR gate for 

implementation. In the same manner, Sumalatha et al.  

 Bit Size No. of Basic gate used for hardware 

implementations 

AND OR XOR 

Sumalatha et al. (2019) 

[27] 

4-Bit 58 17 42 

8-Bit 282 91 218 

Padmavathy et al. (2020) 

[28] 

4-Bit 53 8 26 

8-Bit 260 56 152 

Proposed MVD 4-Bit 40 6 26 
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8-Bit 196 38 142 

Table 1. Theoretical hardware estimation of proposed 4-Bit and 8-Bit MVD and existing 4-

Bit and 8-Bit Vedic multiplier design 

 

Vedic multipliers took 282 AND, 91 OR, and 218 XOR gate for 8-bit VD design 

implementation [27]. Padmavathy et al. took 260 AND, 56 OR, and 152 XOR gate for 8-bit 

VD design implementation [28]. Our proposed 8-Bit MVD designs took only 196 AND, 38 

OR, and 42 XOR gate for implementation.  Theoretical it has shown good margin in terms of 

area. 

1.3.Simulation-based results 

To enforce this architecture, the VHDL language is used. In the Xilinx 16.2 series, the VHDL 

code is implemented. RTL generated diagram of 4-Bit CHA is shown in Fig. 8.  RTL 

generated diagram of 4-Bit MVD design is shown in Fig. 9.   

 

Fiq.8. RTL schematic diagram of 4-Bit CHA 

 

Fiq.9. RTL schematic diagram of 4-Bit MVD design 
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.  RTL generated diagram of 8-Bit MVD design is shown in Fig. 10. The test bench generated 

for output verification for 4-Bit MVD design is shown in Fig. 11, and for 8-Bit MVD design 

is shown in Fig. 12. 

 

 

Fiq.10. RTL schematic diagram of 8-Bit MVD design 

 

Fiq.11. Test bench for output verification for 4-Bit MVD design 

 

Fiq.12. Test bench for output verification for 8-Bit MVD design 

ASIC performance testing package for the 2017 Cadence Genus package is used such as 

Area, Delay, Power, and Area Delay Product (ADP). ASIC hardware resources are tested by 

the 45 nm technology. Here, we simulated our proposed MVD design and existing VD also 

and achieved results are shown in Table 2. We simulated both designs for 4-Bit, 8-Bit, and 

16-Bit. Padmavathy et al. took 192 um2area, 547 PS delay, 6520.443 nW Power, 105024 

um2∗nW ADP and 1251925 um2∗nWAPP for 4-bit VD design implementation [28]. Our 

proposed 4-bit MVD designs took only 158 um2area, 480 PS delay, 4754.517nW Power, 

75840um2∗nW ADP and 751213um2∗nW APP for implementation. 
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 Bit size Area 

(um2) 

Delay 

(PS) 

Power (nW) ADP 

(um2∗nW) 

APP 

(um2∗nW) 

Padmavathy et al. 

(2020) [28] 

4-Bit 192 547 6520.443 105024 1251925 

8-Bit 798 846 24712.584 675108 19720642 

16-Bit 3706 1648 169704.249 6107488 629263355 

Proposed MVD 4-Bit 158 480 4754.517 75840 751213 

8-Bit 514 733 17077.977 376762 8778080 

16-Bit 2393 1119 83362.585 2677767 199486666 

Table 2. Cadence Genus based hardware simulation results of proposed 4-Bit and 8-Bit MVD 

and existing 4-Bit and 8-Bit Vedic multiplier design 

Padmavathy et al. took 798 um2area, 846 PS delay, 24712.584nW Power, 675108um2∗nW 

ADP and 19720642um2∗nW APP for 8-bit VD design implementation [28]. Our proposed 8-

bit MVD designs took only 514 um2area, 733 PS delay, 17077.977nW Power, 

376762um2∗nW ADP and 8778080um2∗nW APP for implementation.Padmavathy et al. took 

3706 um2area, 1648 PS delay, 169704.249nW Power, 6107488um2∗nW ADP and 

629263355um2∗nW APP for 16-bit VD design implementation [28]. Our proposed 4-bit 

MVD designs took only 2393 um2area, 1119 PS delay, 83362.585nW Power, 

2677767um2∗nW ADP and 199486666um2∗nW APP for implementation. Our proposed 

design shows much decent gain in terms of area, delay, power, ADP, and APP.  

By using the same MVD design with library Xilinx 16.2 inbuilt adder circuit, we developed 

an 8-Bit input 16 TAP FIR filter and existing design multiplier with library Xilinx 16.2 

inbuilt adder circuit. Generated results are shown in Table 3. We found Padmavathy et al. 

took 14971 um2area, 1290 PS delay, 639876.387nW Power, 19312590um2∗nW ADP and 

9579589390um2∗nW APP for 16-bit VD design implementation [28]. Our proposed 8-Bit 

input 16 TAP FIR filter designs took only 10434 um2area, 1317 PS delay, 766671.718nW 

Power, 13741578um2∗nW ADP and 7999452710um2∗nW APP for implementation. 

 Bit size Area Delay 

(PS) 

Power (nW) ADP 

(um2∗nW) 

APP (um2∗nW) 

Padmavathy et 

al. (2020) [28] 

16-Bit 14971 1290 639876.387 19312590 9579589390 

MVD-FIR Filter 16-Bit 10434 1317 766671.718 13741578 7999452710 

Table 3. Cadence Genus based hardware simulation results of proposed 8-Bit 16 TAP MVD 

FIR Filter and existing 8-Bit 16 TAP FIR Filter design 

We simulate our design MVD-RCA-SP-FIR Filter design for 4-Bit, 8-Bit, and 16-Bit and 

existing results export from reference 28. Simulated results for MVD-RCA-SP-FIR Filter 

design for 4-Bit, 8-Bit, and 16-Bit and existing results are shown in Table 4. 

 Bit size Area Delay 

(PS) 

Power 

(nW) 
ADP(um2∗nW) APP 

(um2∗nW) 

Padmavathy et 8-Bit 9845 2612 1111,720 28,355,486 12,234,900,101 
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al. (2020) [28] 16-Bit 30,102 2099 1311,234 69,771,012 48,232,148,120 

Proposed 

MVD-RCA-SP 

FIR Filter 

4-Bit 3638 1387 162310.982 5045906 590487418 

8-Bit 9321 1706 433466.745 15901626 4040343530 

16-Bit 15178 1657 789563.986 25149946 11984002392 

Table 4. Cadence Genus based hardware simulation results of proposed MVD FIR Filter and 

existing FIR Filter design 

Results from Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 clearly shown that objective of this work to developed an 

optimized design of MVD and FIR filter for ECG denoising is full fill.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an FIR philter with modified Vedic multiplier-based architecture is introduced 

to carry out an ECG denoising application. This paper presents the first resource-efficient 

Vedic multiplier, which is approximately 55 percent area-efficient for 8 bit, 15 percent delay-

efficient, and 45 percent power-efficient compared to the latest version proposed in 2020. 

Then the modified Vedic multiplier FIR is built, which is also efficient in terms of resources. 

It has a great ADP of 40.5 percent and a better APP of about 20 percent. This new philter 

design is very helpful for ECG signal denoising.With the proposed method, it is evident that 

the objective of this work to developed an optimized design of MVD and FIR filter for ECG 

denoising is full fill. 
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